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Do you want to make an improved first impression? Would you like to feel more comfortable in your clothing? Though
your closet can be complete, do you still have trouble finding something to use? Malcolm, dubbed the “ Renowned image
advancement consultants Malcolm Levene and Kate Mayfield are right here to greatly help in 10 Guidelines to Fashion
Independence, a groundbreaking guide predicated on their exclusive ten-step image therapy system.s taste, hire
someone to pick out your clothes, or drape yourself in designer labels to experience secure.Because they do for the very
best executives who go through their personal design development system, Malcolm and Kate teach you how exactly to
discover your own individual design and become comfortable with your image from the inside out. Instead of racking
your brains on the must-have components of the growing season or where you fall on the color chart, you will get help
from Kate and Malcolm in facing your most severe image fears and uncovering and developing a trend that is totally
your personal. by The New Yorker, and his partner, Kate, have written a practical, engaging publication that breaks
through trends, hot looks, and instant makeovers to get to the heart of how you can develop your own design. This book
will show you how to: * Identify your passions* Create an individual style statement* Confront image challenges from
the previous* Take a field visit to discover your aesthetic tastes* Banish color myths* Undergo a full closet analysis*
Celebrate with the best purchasing trip Malcolm and Kate also talk about inspiring stories of clients who have
completed the program and achieved a more sophisticated image and an empowered feeling of personal style. You no
longer have to buy someone else’Freud of Fashion”style independence is ten creative methods away! Take it from the
professionals—
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Different Approach I've read a number of style books which is definitely the first time I've come across this approach.
Particularly, the authors believe you need to know yourself - your passions, your feelings about the body and yourself
before you can effectively dress expressing yourself. Malcolm &. I state apparantly because I did so all the exercises and
the vision never materialized - or at least it didn't appear any different from what I ready wore, which might be
something in itself.Important thing, this book is an interesting and useful read for a very limited audience, or an
excellent read if you're just interested in an explanation of how this type of thing is performed (make an effort to
borrow from the library 1st, before buying, as I did). But I could see that for other people who feel a disconnect between
themselves and the globe can benefit from working on some personal issues related to their design of dressing. There is
no dialogue of regional clothing/design preferences--I didn't expect talk of Texas Big Locks, etc. Not just for Clothes
Horses. Greater than a self-help clothes horsey reserve.. Finding your Fashion Freedom Usually the book with photos
catches my interest. But this book draws out what you really is important to you, starts with the base. I enjoyed the non-
public stories of the individuals who shared their journeys into the shark infested waters of design. You need to start
somewhere, this publication will cement your needs and wants." and "The Lucky Buying Manual". Boring and
uninteresting. Same exact same old on selecting your personal style. I have used this book to transform my method of
dressing and shopping - I still shop at Walmart; For Artists and Entrepreneurs.Which clothes you choose that reflect your
true personal will apparantly become very clear for you once you do the inner work. Makes you think and act!.everybody
else, not so great. If you take enough time to work through the exercises, this reserve would probably be very useful to
individuals who are trying to make a name for themselves as an artist of any kind, or to any business owners who feel
their clothing can help them stand out in a great way from all the other people in their type of work--in either case, YOU
will be setting the boundaries as to what is acceptable clothing to wear, and will get the most out of this book, as it is a
comparatively thorough way to obtain the benefit of a graphic consultant without actually hiring one. However, it'll
*not* help you in case you are state, a stay-at-home-parent wishing to quickly learn to "power dress" for a school board
meeting. However, a lot of us DO need to perform physical function inside our clothes, therefore practicality does body
into our clothes buying decisions. Think Danny on last season's The Apprentice--his attire is very common and accepted
in his field, but doesn't work everywhere else. The key here is that so long as you are working for someone else, you
*will* have limits placed on how you can dress, either personally by your company, by your field, if you don't are so
effective and in demand that can be done as you wish, and to heck with everyone else.We felt this publication, besides
being aimed toward the British, who tend to be formal in any case, was also aimed toward the east coast of the US. You
are what you wear., mind you, but you're wearing completely different clothes and footwear in state, the Pacific
Northwest, where it rains or is normally threatening to rain most of the year, and sidewalks aren't as prevalent. But
stylish? Not for mere workers who risk the wrath of a pink slide for wearing a fresh belt. The authors don't like leather
patches on sweaters--well, they can no doubt afford to trash an in any other case still-in-excellent-condition sweater
with holes in the elbows--most people can't. Well, they ARE unfashionable. Sorry, a lot of us choose useful pockets to
dragging around purses. Kate's method of teaching people how to make use of what they have (passions, dislikes, design
icons) to create a geniune image is truly fabulous.For those who are employees, which are most of us, you might or
might not be permitted to express your creativity, because your idea of style may not send the proper message to the
business's market. Most, if not absolutely all of what they talk about requires drycleaning, handwashing, or at least
ironing, and who has the time or cash for that these days, especially when generally you are not provided a clothes
allowance for your task?But the last straw for me was in "Session 4: Your Inner Style Inventory" if they described a visit
from Emma Thompson, in very casual wear, to their store. Not only did they compliment her manners to the skies, they
went on to state that inner design will go beyond clothes you wear, or phrases to that effect. Well gee, is normally that
therefore, and if so, what then May be the point of this book? Nonetheless it gets worse. Further on in the chapter, then
they describe meeting with some executive (very well-dressed), in Los Angeles. Later, they match him again in Beverly
Hills and he's gone all Casual Friday on them (oh, the pain, the discomfort! How ridiculous.The same reader takes
offense to the authors' assertion that elastic waistbands, oversized pockets and patch pockets are unfashionable." she
asks. If it were MY organization, yes I'd expect to be able to wear what I wanted and to put my foot on the table



whenever I wished, without caring about what someone I was in a position to hire was thinking. The same reader above
is usually full of excuses as to why fashion just won't function on her behalf - having an "image" is for performers, for
entrepreneurs. You could nearly hear the whine of "Waaah, we're losing potential business left and right, waaah! Rest
assured, if you're motivated and ready to do the work, you WILL discover your specific personal style - and which has
nothing to do with whether you shop at Walmart or Rodeo Drive.The most important things I acquired out of the book
were about fit, determining quality and how it is necessary to apply discipline when shopping. I assume the response to
that would be: someone willing to put aside a bit of time because they think the look of them matters. If you want
something to help you get come up with fast, for women I recommend "Does this Make Me Appear Fat? Did not like,
waste of cash. For guys, I cannot think about any books because they are able to just get into any quality shop
(e.Another reader promises that the authors "insist" in shopping at high-end shops. You won't discover any cookie
cutter guidance or rules to cramp your style in here! I just shop there smarter today. if you are looking for pictures, be
suggested that there isn't any one. This is an extraordinary book. Having read many books on design, this is the first
someone to assert that style is a thing that should be discovered and created - not envied and copied. The book requires
a fair amount of reflection and written work, and those looking for "quick suggestions" (just like the reader who
complains the book won't help a stay-at-home mom select a "power fit" for a school table achieving) are unlikely to get
the easy answers they seek. That's why the publication isn't called Ten Actions to Comfort Freedom. And isn't it true
that we picked up a fresh style book because those kind are simply so limited and formulaic?I am disheartened by some
of the reviews for this book.They then go on to bemoan the fact that some companies now seem to be in Casual mode
Monday-Friday. Many people happen to LIKE elastic in a waistband, provided it is simple to replace it when necessary, or
the tiny cinch straps in a waistband even though you still have beltloops--not everybody loves to wear belts.), so now
they've dropped all respect for him. - "and who has the time for these days? There is absolutely no work I can think
about where expressing your creativeness to some degree is a bad factor. "Finding your personal style" leads to locating
your personal style in Every thing! nowhere in the book is there a suggestion to fly in the face of good sense and
decorum. Once again, do clothing matter or not really? Oversize pockets are another no-no to them. But, the reader
laments they are comfy, useful. Probably.And I came across their dialogue of what constituted "extraneous additions", to
end up being irritating. But really, aren't there enough style books like that already? This reader assumes that the
authors don't know what it is to really "function" (presumably like she will). The Best Method of Image Consulting I have
read every book available and this is hands down, the best 1 out there. I'm a health care provider - there are few
professions as conservative as that. Two conflicting sights, and in the same chapter, no less. I bought it utilized through
Amazon. This reviewer has already decided that she could make no wardrobe or image changes due to the extreme
physical demands of her work, the dictatorial condemnation of her bosses, and a belief in comfort and convenience at all
cost. What this reader needs is not a new style. I really believe every stylist/consultant should use their strategy.g. That
seriously isn't true. Nevertheless, there's handful of us that will not admit we want we'd saved for a really good pair of
shoes, rather than the four cheap and trendy pairs we have now never wear. Nothing not used to help be more precise as
to the reasons certain people like certain styles. A superb image guideline to DISCOVERING your look. This book isn't for
everyone; Not really "copying" it. But if you are searching for photos of fashion, buy a magazine." Probably that is why
this book is out, and why they teach/trained through THE TRAINING Annex, because folks have come to their senses and
don't require or desire this kind of program for the exhorbitant money they charge. emphasis on individualtiy I read this
book a few years ago, and while I did not do all the excercises (in fact, I can't remember if I did any), I loved the book
and the concept that it's more important to understand who you are and what image you want to provide off than to
learn the "right" things to wear. Like creating a house, it is the good base, and you can rise and out, building your
"house" with areas of interest. This reserve gave me self-confidence that I would know what was correct for me when I
came across it. I read a lot of books at that time about body types and color charts, etc, but this is actually the one that
made the largest impression. Mens Wearhouse) and turn out looking great because the tailoring is normally figured into
the price of the suit. 10 Steps to Fashion Freedom Much more than a fashion book. We all have "limits" placed on how
we outfit; And she laments that design may take time - also ironing! You proceed through many exercises that assist you



to uncover what the author's experience many people don't know and need to know before they can find out their
accurate personal style.I got the distinct impression that neither of these have ever actually *worked* in the clothing
they wear, offer and recommend, if you know what I mean. It's much better than slapping clothes on people and sending
them on the way. She requires a new existence! There would be many more satisfied clients in the globe, better dressed
ones as well!
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